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FOREWORD

Representatives of community colleges and mental health agencies in the South-
ern states took part in an exciting and challenging conference concerned with the
training of mental health workers by community colleges. The realization of the
need to take new steps to solve the manpower shortage, the possibilities seen in
the functions of mental health workers, and the formulation of plans to develop
programs for the training of mental health workers, were the chief concerns of
the conference.

Section I of this report contains summaries of the speeches and discussion.

The second section, on colored paper, contains the full draft of the speeches
and the papers prepared for use at the conference.

Thanks are expressed to all the individuals who participated in and contrib-
uted to the conference. Particularly, the work of the speakers, the discussion
leaders and recorders, members of the Advisory Panel, the authors of the working
papers, and the National Institute of Mental Health which funded the project
deserve appreciation.

May, 1966
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PAUL W. PENNINGROTH, PH.D.

Conference Chairman
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CONFERENCE BACKGROUND

Two years ago the interests of the National Institute of Mental Health (NMI!)
and the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) to increase the manpower
supply in mental health agencies were joined around a proposal to explore the
role of the community college in mental health training. Professional manpower
is insufficient to meet the demands for services in mental health agencies. The
need for middle level mental health workers is emerging with the untapped re-
sources of the community college promising an additional resource of manpower.

Community colleges are developing rapidly as a vital part of the American
education program. They are growing in number, particularly in the South, and
they have demonstrated repeatedly their awareness of the need to offer a variety
of training programs. The community college gives emphasis to the educational
needs of the community it serves, attempts to provide the educational opportuni-
ties needed in the community, offers a variety of training programs which may
meet the communities' needs for skilled and informed persons and responds
readily to the demonstrable demands for specialized types of training.

The intimate connection of the community college with the community
has a counterpart within the mental health movement. Mental health services
are moving from the mental hospital to the community. This is best seen in the
development of comprehensive community mental health centers. The con-
centration of patients in out-of-the-way hospitals is no longer the single major
characteristic of mental health services. There are out-patient clinics, half-way
houses, day or night hospitals, aftercare programs, and the beginnings of pre-
vention services. Current developments permit many patients to continue to
reside at or near home.

Another significant type of change is occurring in mental health programs.
'This is the recognition that individuals possessing less than complete profes-
sional training can serve an important role in helping persons who are experienc-
ing emotional distress or mental disabilities. Individuals with differing levels of
training can provide important services to people in need of help. Increasingly
it is seen that ability and opportunity to help people are not confined to the ranks
of the professional person who has received a high level of specialized training.
There is another dimension in the role of the helping person which can be devel-
oped within or alongside the activities of the professionally trained person. This
statement in no way diminishes the importance or the need of the specialized
services which can be performed only by persons with professional training.

NIMH made a one-year grant to SREB to study the role of the community
college in mental health training. The principal emphasis of the project was a
conference to bring together representatives from the community colleges and
the mental health agencies. The conference would provide an opportunity to
define the need in more specific terms, consider some of the elements of train-
ing, and explore possible directions of training of mental health workers. The
conference had as its specific objectives:



1. Provide an opportunity for community college and mental health leaders
to discuss needs, to share ideas, and to consider significant issues in the
process of developing a new class of workers.

2. Become informed of the developments in this field and study programs
now in existence.

3. Discuss problems inherent in the development of the special training
programs and the necessary job desoriPtions

4. Suggest methods of evaluation of the appropriateness of the new jobs
and of the adequacy of the training courses established to prepare for
these jobs.

5. Indicate areas of research and follow-up activities which would lead to
the development of recommendations and their implementation.

The conference was held in Atlanta on April 2729,1966. Prior to the con-
ferencs there were several preparatory activities.

An advisory committee was appointed. It consisted of the following
persons:

Dr. Cameron Pincher, Associate Director of the Institute of Higher
Education of the University of Georgia

Dr. Lee G. Henderson, Assistant Director of the Division of Com-
munity Colleges of the State Department of Education of Florida

Dr. M. J. Otero, Superintendent of the State Mental Hospital at
San Antonio, Texas

Dr. I. E. Ready, Director of the Department of Community Colleges
of the State Board of Education of Worth Carolina

Dr. James Reynolds, Professor and Consultant in Junior College
Education at the College of Education, University of Texas

D. Joe B. Rushing, President of Tarrant County Junior College,
Fort Worth, Texas

Mrs. Kathryn Stone, Director Program of Human Resources of the
Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies, D. C.

Dr. Nat Winston, Commissioner of Mental Health, Department of
Mental Health, Tennessee

Dr. Stephen E. Goldston, Training Specialist of the Training and
Manpower Resources Branch of NIMH.

Dr. John E. True, Associate Director, Mental Health Program of the
Purdue University Regional Campus at Fort Wayne, Indiana,
participated as a guest member.

The advisory panel met several times to outline the basic issues confronting
the service agencies and the community colleges, to plan the format and pro-
cedures of the conference, to advise on the methods to be used in the selection
of conference participants, and to suggest follow-up activities after the con-
ference. The success of the project in large measure results from the valuable
advice given by the panel.

It was recognized at an early date that one of the problems facing the
conference was the definition of the term "mental health worker" or as spelled
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out in more detail "middle level mental heath worker." The proposal to utilize
mental health workers raised the question; what activities now usually performed
by professional people can be carried out by mental health workers with two
years of college training. Outlines of the tasks performed by professional people
which require less training were prepared by a group of professional persons.
Outlines were seemed which cut across all professional fields in mental hospitals
and institutions for the mentally retarded and also in the fields of psychiatry,
clinical psychology, psychiatric social work, psychiatric nursing, vocational
rehabilitation, and occupational therapy. Participating in this task were:

Dr. Kenneth S. Nickerson, Department of Psychology, Asheville-
Biltmore College, Asheville, North Carolina on "Patient Needs
and Trained Helper Functions in the Mental Hospital."

Dr. Gerard J. Bensberg, Jr., Director, Attendant Training Project
at SREB on "Job Families in Mental Reterdation."

Dr. Jean Gobble, Clinical Director, Central State Hospital, Anchor-
age, Kentucky, on "Mental Health Workers' Job Description."

Dr. Richard Sanders, Director, Psychological Services, Philadelphia
State Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on "Graduates of
Community Colleges, A Manpower Resource for Mental Health
Workers."

Dr. Charles A. Stewart, Dean, the University of Georgia School of
Social Work, Athens, Georgia on "Middle-Level Mental Health
Manpower and Job Functions Related to Social Work."

Miss Lavonne M. Frey, Director of Nursing, St. Elizabeth's Hospital,
Washington, D. C. on "The Mental Health Worker in Nursing
Services."

Dr. Charles S. Chandler, Columbia College, Columbia, South Caro-
lina, on "Needs of Vocational Rehabilitation Clients Which Could
be Met by Middle-Level Mental Health Workers."

Mrs. Martha Benton, Director, Rehabil ;talon Therapies, Spring
Grove State Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland, on "Mental Health
Workers in Rehabilitation Therapies."

Dr. Harold L. McPheeters, Associate Director, Mental Health
Training and Research, SREB "The Proposed Activities of a
Community Mental Health Worker."

The material prepared by rhiS group was designed to be suggestive of
possible types of activities for mental health workers. The papers were not
prepared to serve as a rigid model. The papers are r resented in Section II.

The advisory panel suggested the participants at the conference should
represent a wide range of involvement in education and mental health. Requests
were sent to state commissioners of mental health, superintendents of education,
and other individuals in education and mental health for suggestions of names of
people whose interests and activities would make them appropriate participants
in the conference.

Sixty participants, about equally representative of mental health agencies
and community colleges gathered for a three day meeting in Atlanta, Georgia,
April. 27-29, 1966. They represented all the 15 states embraced in the regional
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compact. However, some states were more heavily represented in mental health,
and some in community colleges although the attempt was made to secure a
somewhat equal balance.

The program for the first day was given to presenting basic information
and raisin' g the issues before the conference. Dr. Marold L. McPheeters, Asso-
ciat3 Director of Mental Health Training and Research at SREB, presented
information on the development of mental health services. He emphasized
particularly the trends now occurring in mental health servicestrends which
indicate new and different roles for workers.

Dr. Norman C. Harris, Professor of Technical Education of the Center
for the Study of Higher Education at the University of Michigan described the
nature of community colleges and the part they are playing in the training of
workers.

The proposal to develop a new type of mental health worker was one of
the important questions before the conference. A model of the development
of a community college program in the trainirg of nurses was presented by
Dr. Mildred Schmidt, of the Division of Professional Education of the State
Education Department of the University of the State of New York. This model
was presented to eve the conferees an example of what had been done in one
field and some of the difficulties which had been encountered.

The fourth presentation was an analysis of the questions and issues which
were before the group. This was presented by Dr. James L. Miller, Jr., Associate
Director for Research of SREB.

Discussion groups reacted to the material presented and contributed per-
sonal experiences and knowledge. Reports of the discussion groups were fed
back to the entire group. Each group spent the last morning in making recom-
mendations which were shared with the entire conference.

Director of the project and the conference was Dr. Paul W. Penningroth,
Assistant Director for Mental Health Training and Research at SREB. Dr.
James L. Miller, Jr., was assistant project director.



CHAPTER 2

THE CONFERENCE AT WORK

The issues before the conference were many and varied. The information given
by the speakers and the exchange of thoughts, facts, and opinions by conferees
on these issues made for interesting and challenging dialogue which led in many
instances to well-conceived plans for action.

This chapter blends the material presented by the speakers and the dis-
cussion of the small groups around the topics of the need for mental health
workers, the models to be created, and the problems and obstacles within the
framework of trends in mental health and the development of the community
college.

NEED
"The need for mental health workers is clearly a tremendous one." This state-
ment by Dr. John True reflected the assumptions underlying the conference
and the need to consider tapping an undeveloped manpower resource. Agreement
was expressed that new directions in training and roles must be considered if the
critical manpower shortage is not to hamper the development of mental health
services.

Dr. Harris said the need for semi-professional and technical manpower
"the middle manpower"is critical in most parts of the nation. "Nearly every
state in the union reports a severe shortage of qualified personnel in the medical
services fieldsnurses, medical and dental technicians, office assistants, X-ray
technicians, and other paramedical workersthe demand being in excess of
15,000 newly trained persons each year," Dr. Harris said.

The present supply of mental health professionally trained persons is
inadequate to meet the demand and the training resources of the nation cannot
meet the need. The development of a "middle-level" mental health worker was
one solution offered to meet the dilemma. This theme served as the backdrop
for the conference.

Various factors are bringing about this consideration of the development of
new types of mental health workers. Dr. McPheeters stated that the expansion
of community mental health programs and the extensions into correctional
institutions, schools, etc., require the exploration of new sources of manpower.
He also said the increasing systematizing and semi-automation of many clinical
technologies, the increasing demand of our national economy for more services
in mental health to all levels of society, and the new kinds of mental health tasks
are reinforcing the demand and desirability for middle-level workers.

MENTAL HEALTH WORKERS
A thorough job analysis in the mental health field is needed to determine what
work now being done by professionals can be performed by middle level workers.
The papers in Section II suggest many types of activities which do not require
the highly specialized skills of the professional person. There is also a need to
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analyze the location of jobs, their numbers, the salary structure, status, and
incentives involved in the creation of a new job type.

The conference was told by Dr. Goldston that the mental health pro-
fessionals had not made sufficiently clear what types of middle level workers
are needed. "We don't need a mental health worker, but many types of workers.
We need infant care specialists, child care specialists, therapy workers, counselors
of alcoholics, directors of alcohol educational programs, research assistants,
interviewers, data gatherers, and nursery school aides, to name a few."

Many of the jobs have not been defined and suitable training has not been
provided. It is important to identify the current types of work. It is equally
important to consider possible future developments, for the positions of the
mental health workers should not be limited to traditional concepts. They should
remain open to the emergence of new fields and new practices :n mental health
services,

Three types of mental health workers were identified by the conference:
1. Innovative roles and functions
2. Generalists ("human services technicians" was suggested as a possible

designation)
3. Sub-professional

For the first two types the positions would need to be carved out of the
entire professional background and would not have identification with a single
professional group. This would make easier innovation but it would present
problems of support and relationship. However, the third type as a sub-profes-
sional person would provide ready identification with the profession for which
he has some training and which provides the basis for his designation.

Although the conference did not attempt to arrive at definitions of mental
health workers, there was general agreement about the kinds of persons being
discussed. The concept of mental health workers was sufficiently clear to permit
consideration of problems related to the development of positions and the train-
ing programs to be established.

RECRUITMENT
Granted the creation of positions and the development of training programs in
community colleges the question was raised if students would give serious con-
sideration to entering this field. There exists competition from industry as well
as the opportunity to continue in a bachelor degree program. Would mental
health agencies provide positions with sufficient status, adequate financial and
other rewards to be attractive? "Students have not beat down the doors to enter
the Purdue training program," Dr. True observed.

A statement by Dr. Harris on the problem of recruitment and selection of
students was challenged and discussed. Speaking about community college train-
ing in health occupations technologies, Dr. Harris had said:

"Junior colleges which have been offering successful work in the para-
medical occupations for years find that, in general, the following attributes are
necessary for student success:

1. Ranking in the upper half of the high school graduation class.
2. Demonstrated interest and at least fair ability in the sciences, particularly

the life sciences.
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3. Performance at or above the 40th percentile on such standardized tests as
the SAT battery or the SCAT test, based on national college freshmen
norms.

4. Dependability and a sense of responsibility of the highest order.
Issue was taken with Dr. Harris' first point As one psychiatrist put it,

"the whole purpose is to tap the entire manpower pool. The upper half of a class
would probably go on to master's, Ph.D., or M. D. levels of training. The lower
half of a class is what we need to consider. We need to seek out the married
woman, the domestic worker, the unsikilled, and the dropouts. When the task is
carefully spelled out we don't always need junior college people or the upper
intelligence level. We need to look for human beings with a certain sensitivity
and ability to work with people."

A hospital superintendent said there was a place in the mental health field
for high school graduates without formal academic training but with in-service
training in hospitals and community agencies. More complex assignments could
be given to a two-year graduate. Bachelor degree persons are needed for group
testing, psychological assistants, and social workers.

The best source of personnel in the experience of the Purdue program are
women with an equivalent of a recent high school degree. Young men have not
been attracted to this field of work.

Although these cautions were mentioned the opinion existed that the
creation of suitable jobs for mental health workers with appropriate training
programs would induce a number of students to pursue this type of work. A need
was stated to inform high school and junior high school students through the
school counseling program of the need for mental health workers and the op-
portunities in this field.

TRENDS IN MENTAL HEALTH
Further reinforcement for the concept of mental health workers was seen in the
description of trends now occurring in the mental health field. Dr. McPheeters
observed that:

1. The emphasis on treatment of the mentally ill has shifted from long-term,
intensive care to various forms of short-form therapies.

2. Treatment facilities, once primarily found in mental hospitals, are also
found now in local communities. Increasing concern is expressed for
reducing the amount of hospitalization for mental illness.

3. Major emphasis is being placed on rehabilitation of the mentally ill and
mentally retarded with vocational rehabilitation and industrial therapy
programs being started and expanded to focus on training in job habits,
attitudes, skills, counseling and placement. A need for programs in social
rehabilitation is also becoming apparent.

4. A more scientific and systematic approach to the prevention of mental
illness has taken place in the past few years. Preventive programs are
carefully aimed at persons under some kind of stressperhaps physical,
such as for those with chronic illness, perhaps financial, such as for those
in poverty, perhaps social such as for minority groups, families of delin-
quents and migrant families. Work is done with the persons who regularly
see these troubled people to help them recognize the stresses and either
relieve them or strengthen the person's ability to handle the stress.

7
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5. A renewed interest in what has been called "promotion of positive mental
health" is being carried out through schools, churches, industries, well-
baby clinics, etc., where there are people in everyday situations but who
are properly concerned about raising babies, growing up, courtship and
marriage, retirement, etc.

6. Another area of concern of the mental health movement is participation in
community development. More and more psychiatrists, psychologists,
social workers and psychiatric nurses are being asked to serve on com-
mittees, councils, and commissionsions concerned with poverty programs,
urban renewal, aging, juvenile delinquency, adult crimes, recreation,
penal code revisions as well as general health and welfare matters. These
are not areas of primary mental health responsibility, but areas in which
our insights into human behavior should be considered and personnel of
the mental health field should-be participants in the community's program
decisions.

7. In the specific area of mental retardation more emphasis is being placed
on community programs and there is greater interest in services for re-
tarded adults and in lifetime adjustment.

8. An increasing interest in program evaluation has brought to light many of
the newer trends in mental health. One is the trend to greater concern
with the physiology, chemistry and pharmacology of thought, emotion,
behavior and mental illness. Another is toward the behavioral science
aspects of mental disorderthe roles of culture, society and economics on
disorder. In mental retardation the greatest research focus is on the biology
and genetics of retardation, but there is also increasing concern for cultural
factors.
The federal government has made a major committment to improving

services in mental health in recent years through various government sponsored
programs, construction funds, and grants.

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE MOVEMENT
Changes in mental health and related areas of social concern will force changes
in training programs. One source for new training programs and for manpower
is the rapidly expanding community college. In 1964 there were 117 public two-
year colleges in 15 Southern states with an enrollment of 110,000. A year later
there were 121 public two-year colleges and enrollment had increased to 150,000.

In his address, Dr. Harris said junior college enrollments have been in-
creasing at the rate of about 20 percent per year for the past 10 years. Over a
million and a quarter students will have been enrolled in two-year colleges this
academic year.

Conservative estimates indicate a total enrollment of 2.5 million
by 1972. In several states more than half of all freshmen and sopho-
more students are enrolled in junior colleges, and in California, that
figure is nearly 80 percent.

The term "community college" has become popular in the middle
west and the east to describe publicly-controlled institutions of the
comprehensive type, thus attempting to make a distinction between
these institutions and the private or single-purpose "junior college."
In the west and south, however, the term "junior college" is pre-
ferred to describe all such colleges, and many of these are fully as



comprehensive in concept and practice as any so-called "community
college."

Junior colleges range in size from fewer than 500 regular day
students to nearly 20,000 in a few urban schools. Some colleges
concentrate almost entirely on the needs of regular day, college age
youth; others have larger evening, adult enrollments than day
enrollments.

Dr. Harris listed some generalizations about junior colleges:
1. The junior college movement is probably the most dynamic educational

factor in America today. One measure of dynamism is growth.
2. The private and church related junior colleges will probably continue to

put their major emphasis on liberal arts and pre-professional work for
students whose eventual goal is a baccalaureate degree.

3. Technical institutes are not growing in numbers, and although existing
institutions are experiencing some enrollment increases, there seems to be
no ground swell of demand for a rapid growth of the technical institute
movement.

4. Two trends can be observed in many states:
a. Former transfer-oriented junior colleges are tending to add occupational

curriculums and become more comprehensive.
b. Former post-high school technical-vocational schools are tending to

add liberal arts and pre-professional courses and become more compre-
hensive. As a result, single- purpce institutions are decreasing in
numbers and comprehensive colleges are increasing.

5. Nearly three fourths of all states now have enabling legislation for com-
munity junior colleges. Most such states have supported the enabling
legislation with fiscal appropriations for establishing and operating the
colleges.
A serious problem, Dr. Harris said, is that of recruiting and employing a

quality teaching staff. To maintain a ratio of one teacher to twenty students,
10,000 additional teachers per year will be needed.

Community colleges have set a master's degree level of attain-
ment as being the standard of preparation expected of teachers of
academic subjects. Some Ph.D's are recruited and there are also
many persons from industry and business teaching in occupational
education programs, who may possess only a baccalaureate degree or
who, in some cases, may have no formal college work at all.

The most critical faculty shortages this year appear to be in the
technical fields related to engineering and industry and in the para-
medical and health-technology fields. A conservative estimate of the
number of new faculty required for junior college occupational edu-
cation programs would be 3,000 annually over the next five years.

Speaking about the recruitment and selection of students for health occu-
pations technologies, Dr. Harris told the conference that with the exception of
practical nursing, which is a one-year, non-associate degree program, the health
technologies require students of fairly high academic ability.

One point Dr. Harris made that was later discussed by conferees was the
lack of status enjoyed by the semi-professional and technical worker. Even when
colleges have provided excellent facilities and instructional programs, enroll-
ments in these programs are seldom up to expectations, he said.
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MODELS
Having agreed that parts of the manpower needs might be met through two-year
community college programs, the conference set about to find a model or models.
In a speech before the conference, Dr. Miller said:

. . . should the line of attack be aimed at meeting the specific needs
of specific potential employers of two-year graduates as they are
individually defined in each community, or should there be some
attempt to develop a statewide or nationally acceptable pattern
leading toward the emergence of a new occupational identity which
would become generally recognized and permit fairly free movement
of graduates from community to community and from state to state.

If only local needs are to be met, there is lamely to be a great deal
of diversity among programs since each presumably would be devel-
oped jointly by the community college and a specific agency such as
a hospital, community center or school for the retarded, to meet the
specific needs of that program at that particular point in time as they
are perceived by the program's current administrators. In many
instances this undoubtedly would have more in it of manpower
training (or retraining)g) than of what we Mu, to think of as educa-
tion . . . A good deal can be said both pro and con about this concept
of occupational preparation.

During a general discussion session, Dr. W. A. Weber said the college with
which he is associated in Miami, Fla., is no longer a "community" college, but
attracts students from other regions of the country. He said because community
colleges are now reaching beyond the local students, national training programs
should also be considered.

The need for a specific training program can be determined by a study of
local, regional and national occupational information, Dr. Harris said.

However, local needs ordinarily must be locally determinedpref-
erably by a community survey. Such a survey is a considerable task,
requiring (for a community of 100,000 people in a thirty or forty mile
radius and a diversified economy) six to twelve months to complete.
A full-time director, supported by two or three paid staff and backed
up by the interest and participation of scores of local citizens are
requisites for such a venture. A budget of from $10,000 to $20,000 is
realistic for such a community occupational survey.

If the survey indicates unfilled job needs and predicts sufficient
numbers of student enrollees, the next question is can the necassary
funds be made available.

In terms of annual unit operating costs, a "transfer-oriented"
junior college can have a fine program for a $700 unit cost; while a
comprehensive community college with a broad program of semi-
professional and technical education is more likely to have a unit
annual operating cost approaching $1,000. Records kept on Associate
Degree Nursing programs indicate that many of these approach a
unit cost of $1,600 or more.

Dr. Harris said he foresees increased and continuing cooperation ahead
between community colleges and the medical profession. "A new symbiosis is
in the making, and we can give it a good start by our deliberations here."
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THE ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE IN NURSING PROGRAM
A program the conference scrutinized and discussed often as a possible general
pattern for mental health training needs was the Associate Degree in Nursing
described by Dr. Schmidt.

The proposal that nursing become part of the curricular offerings of com-
munity junior colleges was made in 1950. It was based on the recognition that
the functions of nursing were changing and becoming more complex.

A project which enlisted the cooperation of seven junior-community
colleges and one hospital school had as its purpose the development of a new type
of program preparing young men and women for those functions commonly
associated with the registered nurse. It was hoped the graduates would qualify
for the registered nurse license; meet the community junior college requirements
for the associate degree; perform technical or semi-professional functions at the
registered nurse level; be prepared to become competent nurses rather than
considered to be fully competent.

Some of the conclusions drawn from the evidence collected during the
cooperative research study as related by Dr. Schmidt were:

1. Nurses able to carry on the functions commonly associated with the
registered nurse can be prepared in the community junior college nursing
program.

2. Nursing programs of this type can be set up as integral curriculums in
junior and community colleges.

3. Community junior colleges can finance these programs within the financial
structure of the institution.
Students were admitted to the first two ADN programs in 1952. The total

number of programs now is nearly 180. Many more programs are in the planning
stage.

Dr. Schmidt said the development if this new approach to the education
of nurses has not been free of problems. Some of those encountered in the develop-
ment of ADN programs are:

1. The quantity and quality of feel lty remains the most serious problem.
There is general agreement that teachers of nursing in ADN programs
should have at least preparation at the master's level with a major in
nursing and with competence to teach in a clinical nursing area. These
teachers should have had some exposure to ADN programs, either through
formal classwork, seminars, workshops, or planned visits to existing pro-
grams and some understanding of the community junior college.

2. The ADN programs exclude the preparation of nurses for managerial or
administrative tasks. Employers of ADN graduates have not always
placed these workers in the positions for which they have been prepared.
There is a need for continuing communication between the college pre-
paring nurses at the technical level and the future employers.

3. The general curriculum design requires a new approach to selection of
content and teaching, particularly in the courses of nursing. Approximately
one half of +he credits are in nursing and one half in the general education
areas of natural sciences, social sciences and the humanities. A broad fields
approach is utilized for the nursing courses and each semester of the pro-
gram includes at least one lecture-laboratory course in nursing. Further
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identification of appropriate content and necessary learning experiences
of the technical level nurse is needed.

4. Many states had either a law or board regulation that required a nursing
program to be three years in length. In the majority of states changes
have come about and it can now be said that most boards of nursing
respect the characteristics of this community junior college program.

5. The nursing program is planned as a whole rather than as a series of iso-
lated courses. This kind of planning requires time and demands that at
least the nurse administrator, and hopefully one or two teachers of nursing,
be appointed to the faculty and be on the job prior to the admission of
students. The nurse administrator should be on the job at least six months
prior to the admission of the first class. Colleges have not been accustomed
to having faculty so far in advance of the admissionion of students and some
colleges have had no method of financing personnel not involved in teach-
ing. In some instances small grants from foundations helped to cover
salaries.

6. The cost of the program was identified as the most discouraging factor
administrators had to deal with. The nursing program is costly to operate,
not because of equipment, but because of the ratio of students to faculty.
The results of this new venture in education, Dr. Schmidt said, have shown

the community junior college to be an appropriate setting for the education of
the technical nurse. The ADN programs have attracted students who want to
go to college and at the same time study nursing and the more mature women
who have raised a family and are now ready to prepare for a second career. A
larger number of men students have been attracted to these programs than to
the hospital controlled programs.

The development of a technical level nurse has increased the interest and
concern about the appropriate utilization of all workers in the occupation of
nursing.

CURRICULUM
The conference did not attempt to outline the curriculum needed for the training
of mental health workers but it did consider problems which would be encoun-
tered in curriculum construction and it did point out some of the characteristics
the curriculum should reflect. Mentioned were:

1. Identification of the need in sufficient detail to develop curricula and
courses. With a limited number of educational experiences possible in a
two-year period of time, inclusion or exclusion of specific courses is dictated
largely by the functions to be performed by the worker.

2. Selection and support of an appropriate faculty requires a person or group
on the job for a period of six months to a year to promote effective planning
and staff utilization. Some educators suggested the professional personnel
of mental health agencies located near community colleges be utilized on
a part-time basis to plan and to teach.

3. Identification of positions with sufficient clarity to enhance student guid-
ance. Colleges can help students select curricula leading to employment
in a mental health setting. General assurance of competitive status and
pay must be provided two or more years prior to the point of employment.
In many fields, including some of the "glamour" occupations, colleges
have been seriously disappointed with actual employment possibilities.
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4. Since the consensus of the conference seemed to favor a "generalist"
educationgeneralist being defined as background in the field of mental
health which would prepare the student for specialization at a later date
a generalist core should be developed with sub-core or specialty programs.

5. Emphasize supervised work experience integrated into the core content.
This would provide meaningful specialty training with the mental health
agencies and it would tend to maintain student interest in his chosen field.

6. A general social science type of training was suggested as a pattern by
some of the conference members.

7. Work in interview methods and significant social issues should be included.
8. Emphasis was made of the view that junior colleges see themselves in

reciprocal relationships with mental health groups in developing meaning-
ful curricula and programs.

PROBLEMS AND OBSTACLES
Numerous problems and obstacles will be faced by community colleges and the
mental health field in creating new workers. In a summary report of group dis-
cussions, a list of the 14 most outstanding ones was made from the standpoint
of both the mental health field and community colleges.

1. Further analysis of the total personnel needs in mental health is needed
for clearer understanding of the specific roles of mental health workers.

2. A concerted effort is required to overcome resistance to change in some
mental health areas and to sell the need for the mental health worker to
present administration and professional staff.

3. Further work is needed in clarifying the role and specific competencies of
the mental health worker. Although the consensus seems to favor the
generalist, or "people worker" as some have called him nonetheless some
specific skills and some degree of specialization merit further consideration.
Some degree of on-the-job supervision will be helpful in forestalling under
or over-delegation of responsibilities by present staff.

4. The problem of establishing uniform standards of training and licensing
or certification of the graduate needs to be considered,

5. There is a need to develop measures of on-the-job effectiveness so that
evaluation of the adequacy of the program and the training in the college
can be made.

6. Public education for this new role needs to be done possibly with the aid
of such groups as the National Association of Mental Health.

7. Recruitment of capable students is an area of utmost concern. Actual
employment after two years of education in a college may be an induce-
ment and stipends during the training would be helpful in this respect.

8. Jobs must be available for students upon graduation.
9. Salaries, a problem for the entire field of mental health, will have to be

competitive with other jobs based on similar amounts of training.
10. Selection of appropriate students still requires further clarification. Is a

relatively high level of academic ability necessary for the types of work
envisioned?

11. Problems of coordination are to be expected, particularly with reference
to the practicum training. The proximity of the college and the mental
health practicum facilities will have to be considered.

13



12. Lack of adequate faculty and superviaory staff are apt to present continuing
difficulties.

13. A name for this mental health worker must be chosen. Suggested were
mental health worker, mental health technician, mental health assistant
and health services associate. The latter was favored by many as reflecting
the associate arts degree and the range of services that might be possible.

14. Financial assistance to most colleges might be needed to help support a
director of the program and possibly an instructor for a year or two for
planning. Possible sources for such assistance would be the federal govern-
ment, foundations and state and local mental health and public health
groups.
Dr. Harris told conferees that despite the great national need for semi-

professional and technical workers, these occupations still do not enjoy status
in our society. "This lack of status exacerbates the problem and even where
community colleges have provided excellent facilities and instructional programs,
enrollments are seldom up to expectations."

1
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CHAPTER 3

THE CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATIONS

A i t)gression from consideration of manpower needs, a description of model
programs, and an exploration of the range and extent of problems facing the
development of training programs for mental health workers led naturally to
suggestions of activities to follow the adjournment of the conference. There was
a strong feeling at the end of the conference that continuing activities were
necessarythat the conference would have failed if nothing was done to meet
the need for additional manpower and if the resources of the community college
were not utilized. Some indication of the thoroughness of the discussion and the
challenge of the problem is seen in the range of recommendations which were
made.

The discussion groups had been asked to make recommendations for the
community colleges, for the mental health agencies, and for the Southern
Regional Education Board. Although further developments would best come
from the joint action of these groups, it was recognized there were specific
activities to be carried out by one group alone. Throughout the discussion and
implicit in the recommendations was the knowledge that successful training
programs are the product of united action by the producers and the consumers.
Single action by either is likely to be doomed to failure.

The recommendations from the discussion groups reflected the needs and
the problems as they had been discussed in the groups. Most of them were
suggestions which could be reacted to at oncethe logical next steps. Some were
centered on the situation in the states which could be appropriately tackled
within the state. Problems of a regional nature were directed to SREB. The
recommendations follow:

1. Organize state planning or coordinatingsting committees of representatives
from the community colleges and the mental health agencies. This co-
ordinating committee could follow through on some of the comments,
backgrounds, and stimulation provided in this conference. The committee
could also serve in a planning role.

It was recognized there was a need for lead time to plan and develop
these programs. However, it was said no time should be lost in the for-
mation of these committees. Several states took the initial step at the
conference to form a coordinating committee.

2. Make systematic surveys of the possible functions and roles of the mental
health worker. The surveys would properly be the activity of the mental
health agencies which could survey both the possible and potential em-
ployers to determine what they saw in the way of roles, job functions, etc.
However, community colleges could help. The agencies to be involved in
these surveys should include the official state department of mental health
and other departments involved in providing services of a mental health
nature, such as education, public health if mental health is not an official
part of its program, family and children societies, and community agencies.
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A description of the characteristics and the personality of the mental
health worker is needed as well i is the determination whether training
should be of a generic or technical Mature.

3. Work closely with state commissioners of personnel, directors of civil
service boards, and administrators of agencies to set up appropriate job
classifications, salary scales, and training standards so arranged that the
graduates of the training programs would have suitable jobs available to
them. SREB should give its support to the establishment of mental health
worker classifications in state systems.

4. Promote the image of the mental health worker. In close liaison with
voluntary agencies oteps should be taken to correct the distorted and out-
dated images people have of working in a mental health setting. A specific
aspect of this was the suggestion that high school students and their
parents be surveyed to determine their attitudes toward these potential
mental health worker jobs. The survey might give only very tentative
kinds of impressions which might have little predictive value for decisions
to be made at a later date.

5. Make known the need for mental health workers to state legislatures,
governors, and the general public.

6. Secure immediate relief of the manpower shortage in the mental health
field by developing intensive programs, perhaps on an in-service basis,
through the continuing education programs available in most community
colleges. The proposed mental health workers probably could not be
available until 1969 or 1970 and immediate action is desirable. Not only
might this increase the immediate manpower supply but more importantly
it would give the community colleges an opportunity to develop more
practicable and meaningful curriculur-

7. Organize pilot projects between mental health agencies and community
colleges, perhaps under the organization of SREB. An investigation of
pilot programs in other parts of the country and a closer study of the
Purdue Plan were suggested.

8. SREB set up a clearing house with information about mental health
worker programs as they are developed in various areas of the nation.

9. Explore and list the sources of funds for student stipends, administrative
projects, and pilot studies. Funding sources to be explored include the
Office of Economic Opportunity, the Appalachian Program, vocational
education, the various institutes of health, the Office of Education, and
private foundations.

10. Make a continuing analysis of resources and needs in the region for which
SREB could supply the appropriate regional machinery.

11. Recognize attitudes of resistance to change and launch a joint project
of the mental health agencies and community colleges cooperating with
SREB to study the best ways to deal with this resistance.

12. Schedule another conference six to twelve months later as a follow-up of
this meeting.

13. Report as soon as possible to the commissioner or the responsible state
mental health authority on the findings of this conference. It would be help-
ful if SREB made an interim or preliminary report as soon as possible.

A report should also be sent to the official agencies responsible for the
institutions for the mentally retarded.
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14. The proper mental health authority should arrange departmental or staff
meetings to study the conference report and make preliminary plans.

15. Present to professional organizations and specific agencies the findings of
the conference to encourage their discussion of the proposed programs.

16. Create a committee with representatives from mental health agencies
and community colleges to initiate within the Southern region the steps
necessary to provide legislative and financial support.

17. SREB provide consultation service to the state agencies and advisors
during the initial period of development.

18. Hold an evaluation conference after the initial period of work has been
completed.

19. Each member of the conference return home and survey what is already
going on. Acquaintance with those institutions which may already be using
some kind of mental health worker would focus on the need and existing
resources that are available.
A summer conference this year for Florida community colleges was pro-

posed by the group from that state. Observers could be invited from neighboring
states. This state-wide conference could be a responsibility of the community
colleges and the state mental health agencies. Careful planning would be needed
for the agenda and the level of discussion which would determine the participants
in the conference.

At the conclusion of the conference Dr. True said he was not surprised at
the nature of the problems which emerged during the three days of discussion.
However, he was agreeably surprised at the perceptiveness of the group in
recognizing the problems and obstacles.

Dr. Skaggs concluded the conference with a statement of three imperatives
he felt should be on the minds of the conferees as they begin their post conference
work.

I think the first imperative is the fair and total recognition of
change in the world in which we live. Whether you want to be or not,
ladies and gentlemen, you are the generation of destiny. Upon your
shoulders must lie the compelling and agonizing task of making the
shift, of making the turn toward changes in the future.

My second imperative, I think, is the total involvement of all
people. No longer can we walk down the road alone without any
planning and developing. Education cannot take this fork and pro-
fessions cannot take that fork, and the public cannot take some
other direction. We must all work togetherthe total involvement
of everyone.

I think perhaps our third imperative is positive implementation.
We have no place to go but forward. We cannot go back and I think
that we all need to realize that as the needs of society begin to
crystalize, somebody is going to do the job, and God forbid that
inappropriate people do the job. And unless we in the professions
and we in education, the appropriate people do it, somebody else
will and we will probably not like the results. We have no place to
go but in the positive implementation of these things we have been
talking about.
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There is also a considerable increase in emergency service* with the feeling
that if the patient can be given some immediate help at the time of his "psycho-
logical hemonhage," the results may be more effective than if he is required to
undertake longer treatment at some fixture time when his name comes to the
top of the waiting list.

Many practitioners, especially psychologisth and social workers, are finding
group work and family therapy (that is, working with the entire fiunily as a
group) to be an effective way of rendering treatment services to more people.
In some kinds of conditions group therapy seems to be actually more effective
for the individual patients than individual psychotherapy.

There is also considerable emphasis today on a kind of re-educational
therapy. This is based on the principles of social learning theory that more
effective results can be obtained by simply teaching the patient new and more
effective patterns of behavior rather than going through a process of helping
him to deeper psychological insights into his behavior.

We have also seen a considerable shift in the location in which treatment
services are offered from the state mental hospitals to the communities in which
the patients live. This has increased the number of psychiatric services in com-
munity general hospitals, and is the main consideration behind the currant
elm:basis on developing community mental health centers. There is the con-,
viction that the period of hospitalization will be greatly shortened, the dislo-
cation and stigma will be lessened, and the treatment made totally more effective
by having it as dome to home as other specialized medical services,

( Tore is also growing concern for partial hospitalization for mental illness.
ice the patient does not need to be in bed 24 hours a day, he may come in from

home for day treatment programs or in other cases he may go to his regular job
in the daytime and come to the hospital for an evening treatment program.

REHABILITATION
Another gratifyhig development is a major emphasis' on rehabilitation of the
mentally x l and the mentally retarded. This is the process of retraining to live in
society. Too often in the past we have simply discharged a patient once the
treatment had controlled his hallucinations or delusions without any concern
for whether he was prepared to hold a job or to take care of his personal affairs.
Vocational rehabilitation and industrial therapy programs are being started and
expended to focus on training in job habits, job attitudes, job skills, job coin-
selling, and job placement.

There is also a growing awareness of the need for programs in social re-
habilitation to retrain patients in grooming, budgeting, personal hygiene, home
management, assn ring responsibility and in helping them develop a personal
sense of pmposefulness.

CONSULTATION
Also in connection with serving emotionally disturbed people, we now find our
psychiatrists, psychologists and social workers helping persons from other walks
of life to help them recognize and manage the problems of emotionally disturbed
people in their work. Thus our mental health workers are helping public health
nurses, teachers, ministers, judges, police, welfare workers, physicians, juvenile
court and probation workers to pick up signs of mental disturbance among the
people they work with in their professions. More particularly these are other
professional persons helped by short trebling courses and by consultations to
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2. The promise of expanded community medal health programs and ear-
tensions into corrections, schools, etc., require that w® explore new an
of manpower.

3. 'The increasing systematizing and automation of many clinical
technologies make it possible and desirable to use middle-level workers.

4. The awareness that certain newer kinds of mental health tasks especially
those of an educational and coming kind might be carried on by middle-
level workers.

5. The increasing demand of our national economy for more services in
mental health to all levels of society demands middle-level workers as well
as full professionals.

6. The increasing numbers of young people who will seek middle-level train -
lag for careers in the health services calls for us to explore their use in
mental health.
Overall, it appears that a major change is taking place in the definition of

a profeadonal worker. By tradition he is a person who works with his patient or
client in a one to one relationship. This is still the direction of training in nearly
all of our professional schools. However, the facts of life are that the true pro-
festdonal is becoming the person who develops new Imowledge, plans, and
organises services, offers consultation and supervises, trains and evaluates the
work of others while the detailed one-to-one work is done by middle-level
workers. It appears that this will conlin. ue to be the trend of professional develop-
ment. We in the mental health professions should consider it further and learn
to make the best use of it.

As the field of mental health has broadened from a strictly medical-
psychiatric concern for the major mentally ill in the mental hospitals, to concern
for rehabilitation and restorati on for not only these persons but also for the less
seriously disabled, and as our concern has spread to include prevention of
emotional maladjustment and promotion of positive mental health, the roles
of the traditional professions have changed. Others such as educators, counselors,
and recreation workers have become as important in their part of the work as
the psychiatrists, psyclmilogists, and nurses have traditionally been. What was
a rather closed system is now beginning to seek out and welcome helpers of
different disciplines and levels of training.

But, while there is a certain willingness to accept middle-level workers
and a Mr amount of talk about developing them, there is also a general feeling
that such workers should be developed in someone else's discipline. Partly
because of this attitude and partly because the whole field is in such change
that there hasn't been time to make firm role definitions, there is very little
actual work being done to develop such a worker.

Would be be something of a practical psychiatric nurse, or more of a pay-
cldatric case work aide? Would he be more like a recreation and craft activity
aide, or a general psychological counselor? Would he be the same thing in all
areas of the nation or even in different sections of the same city (i.e. in the
hospital unit and in the out-patient clinic?). We don't know. We hope our
discuadone here in the next few days will give us some guidelines.
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Let me peel this small snapshot from the emulsion then, and leave it with
yco. I realize that details are probably not dear as yet, but in what follows, I
hope the picture may be enlarged, and that background detail will be filled in.

WHY COMMUNITY COLLEGES?
Perhaps it would be well to ask at this point---"Why does America need com-
munity colleges? After all, we have almost universal high school attendance
through age sixteen, and a well developed system of liberal arts colleges, state
colleges, and imiversitie' e throughout the nation. Why two-year colleges?"
I me deal with this gnostical under three headings:

1. The technological revolution, in which automation has combined with
mechanization to require new kinds of skills and knowledge in factories,
in offices, and on farms.

2. The population explosion, whose time -delay fuse has now run out, and
whose full shock wave is being felt in this decade, as twenty-six mil lion
youth will reach working age and look for jobs.

8. The kinds and levels of education and training which can best prepare
millions of youth for today's and tomorrow's jobs.
A 'brief analysis of the first two factors will serve as a suitable backdrop

against which the third factor can be viewed in some dotal First, let us agree
that education does not create jobs, and that certainly it is not the sole answer
to full employment. It is, however, such an important factor that major emphasis
will be ems to it this morning. Also, let it be understood that job-training
per se is not the primary corn of community colleges. Community college
occupational education programs go far beyond mere job training.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTIONIt is difficult indeed for the
imagination, to grasp the real import of the revolution which an exploding
technology has !nought upon us in the short span of three decades. In the MAW-,
facturing industries we have moved in thirty years from a work force structure
In which the major emphasis was on skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled workers
to we which now stresses the importance of semi- professional, technical, and
professional workers. Repetitive jobs are now the domain of the machine, not
man, and although the demand for highly skilled workers remains firm, industry's
need for unskilled workers is decreasing year by year at a rate which predicts
1970 as the vanishing point in time for the "un-skilled job."

As a rather staling example of Owning job demands within industry and
business, let me cite the case of the du Pont Company of Wilmington, Delaware.
In a recent issue of Better Living, the du Pont employee magazine, the following
trends were emphasized:

1. A 95% increase in white collar workers in the past 15 years.
2. A 100% increase in professional and technical workers.
8. A 240% increase in technicians and specialists associated with automation,

computer programming, data processing, and business office systems.
Contrast these phenomenal increases with the following:

4. Only a four percent increase in the past decade in highly skilled workers,
and no increase at all in semi-skilled workers.

5. A 40% decrease in un-skilled workers.
"Clearly," the du Pont magazine warns its readers, "the future belongs to

the skilled and the educated."
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The problem of technological river aployment is likely to be even more
pronounced in agriculture than it is in industry. Fifty yens ago one fanner, bl
his and his family's labor, produced enough food kr Ms family and six other
persons. By 1965, one farmer, in an era of raechanhed and chemically fertilised
agriculture, was producing enough for twenty-seven others. Seven percent of the
population of the United States is producing all the food and Ohm needed by the
entire nation plus enough to meet all our export markets and pile up troublesome
surpluses besides. "Farm labor" is a disappearing segment of the labor forcer- -
the from is no longer a haven for the unskilled and uneducated laborer..

'The business office too, reflects the technological revolution. Never a source
of jobs for the unskilled, the business offices of the nation were, however, until
a decade or so ago, a ready source of jobs for semi-skilled and skilled workers.
Millions of persons, comprising this year needy 25% of the total labor force, are
employed in clerical and kindred jobs, and although there is no significant decline
in absolute numbers of clerical jobs, the demands of office jobs are chenging
rapidly. The routine jotsposting, billing, checking, filing, tel operating,
packaghig, inventoryingere being taken over by macidnes, swept up in the a:if-
bernetic revolution of our time. The total number of business jobs is bolding
up well, even increasing slowly, but the old, simple jobs are going, and the new,
complex jobs demeux1 persons with advanced levels of education and training.

So, in industry, on the farm, in the bushiess office; wherever people work,
wherever people look for work; the message is clear and unmistakableeducations
is becoming almost the only bridge to employment opportunity.
MR POPULATION EXPLOSIONThe "baby crop" of the late 1940's is now
in the full bloom ciliate adolescence and early adulthood. The twenty-six million
youth who will look for jobs during this decade represent an increase of 40
percent over the number of youth absorbed by the labor force in the decade et
the 1950's.1Nationally, perhaps 40 percent of the high school graduates of the
'60's will enroll for some kind of post-high school study, but this figure will be
attainable only if we make unprecedented efforts to build new colleges and
technical schools and expand the enrollment capacity of existing colleges between
now and 1970. Furthermore, we must not be satisfied with a 40 percent figure.
Evidence from studies of job dennuris and employer requirements lends support
to the oft-heard statement that, and I quote a personnel manager of a large
Michigan firm, "new high school graduates just do not have the knowledge and
skills required for jobs with our company." The relationship of education to
unemployment (and obviously, to employment) was clearly shown in a 1962
study by the U. S. Department of Labor, which showed a 10% unemployment
rate for persons who had not completed the 8th grade; a 7% rate for high, school
leavers; and a 4% rate for those with a high school diploma. In contrast, the
unemployment rate for persons with some college (not necessarily the bacca
laureate degree) was only 2%. These percentages probably do not hold today,
since unemployment in this boom year is far below 1962 levels, but the same
relative conditions would be true, I am sure.

Partially hidden from view in the complex panorama of employment and
unemployment is the anomaly of job shortages at the skilled and semi-skilled
levels; and manpower shortages at the technical, semi-professional, and pro-
fissional levels. For every "common labor" job there are perhaps two applicants,
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5. Don't let anybody from operating levels of local industry and bush/ails
advise you, but be sure to make my changes a company ms s*
when he corners you at Rotary Cub.

6. Be sure to pit the total instructional prograro under an teaxlenekt dem, so
that you as the chief administrator will not have to deal directly with the
occupational education faculty. And devise a sakry achedtle based on
degrees and college credits rather than on professional, Umbras, or
industrial experience.

7. And finally, the 7th key: Sedulously avoid major budget allocations foe
technic' al laboratories or costly equipmentafter all, there isn't enough
money for everything and trends: students are MOM important than
employment-hound students; so first things, first.
Well, obviously, I hope these keys get kat! They will not unlock very maw

doors of educational opportimity. The community junior college can be a great
force in America, dedicated to opening doors for average young people. But some
community college boards and presidents need a new set of bye.

CURRICULUM PATTERNS
It occurred to me that it might be instructive to some persons in the audience to
devote the closing section of my paper to a brief disc usakel of how convormity
college occupational education curriculmns are developed, planned, and offeeed.
ASSESSING NEEDThe need for a specific trebling program can be deter.
mined by a study of local, regional, and national occupational information. Data
on national occupational trends and manpower needs are readily available from
such sources as the U. S. Department of Labor, the President's Manpower
COMIA1610139 the Engineers' Joint Council, the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, the
National Science Fotuxlatio' n, the National Institutes of Health, and similar
tareens agencies, and associations.

Regional needs can be ascertained in lilos manner front state agencies, or
ftom data available from interstate compacts. Census data by region, are also
useltul for planning purposes. Regional associations of manufacturers and chain
bents operating across state lines also rookie frequent economic and manpower
studies useful to educators.

Local needs ordinarily must be locally determined, and the best way to do
this is by means of a community survey. Such a survey is a considerable task,
requiring (for a conmunity of 100,000 people and a diversified economy) six to
twelve months to complete. A full-time director, supported by two or three paid
staff, and backed up by the interest and participation of scores of local citizens
are requisites for such a venture. A budget of from 10 to 20 thousand dollars is
realistic for such a community occupational survey

ASSESSING CAPABILITYIf the survey indicates unfilled. ,fob needs and
predicts sufficient numbers of student enrollees, the next question which must be
answered ieWhat is the capability? Usually, this translates intoCan the
necessary funds be made available?

Ordinarily, new laboratories, shops, and much specialized equipment will be
needed for an expansion into semi-professianal and technical education. In con-
trast to the provision of a standard classroom for teaching history to 40 students
(which might cost $25,000); the provision of an engineering technology labora-
tory with 20 stations might easily run to $100,000 and still have only the basic,
minimal equipment. A "student station" in a traditional biology class might

Se



cost only about $500, whereas a student station for dental office mrabling
sully run up to $8,000. These are comparative capitol mew costs.

In terms of annual unit operatkw costs, a "traineferpeniented" Junior college
can have a fine reopens for a $700 unit cost; while a consprebensiva community
cone, with a broad program of semi-professional and technical educe.tion is
=Ore limit to have a unit annual operating cost approaching $1,000. Records
kept on AAssociate Degree Nursing programs indicate that many of these approach
a unit cost of $1,600 or MOM.

Consequently, it is highty Important to face squarely the capability hose
and decide to offer the kind and number of courses which can be done well,
rather than. spreading effort too thin and ending up with a large number of poorly
staffed and poorly equipped instructional programs.

IMPORTANCE OF GUIDANCEThe entire staucture of a comprehensive
community coney rests on a foundation of guidance and counselling. The phrase
"open-door college" refers to admission to the college, not to admission to an
course or cluviculum the student may desire. Matching the abilities and aspip
rations ofstudents with the established standards of rigor ammo and programs
inquires a (malty program of testing, guidance, and counselling, as shown on. the
flow chart on page SS.

STRUCTURING THE CURRICULUMIthasbeenemphasisedthatamel.
ate occupational education programs are not Job training pea , but

programs. 'They typically consist of the following kinds of content:

General education 15-20 bro. 25% (of a 64-70 credit
how program)

Supporibg technical and
theory courses 15-20 bre. 25%

Specialbed occupational.
001111161 30-40 bre. 50%

2= CORE CURRICULUM IDEAThere is growing acceptance of the core
idea in curriculum pluming for occupational education.

To carry this idea a bit further, let me illustrate how the core concept can
be used to structure a total program of occupational education for a community
college.

A basic core of general education courses should be required of all students.
Each "family" of occupational fields then has a sub -core of supporting theory and
techxdad course& Finally, each separate occupational field will have its own group
of specialized technical and skill courses, usually comprising nearly one-half of
the total credit hours.

The advantages of the core curriculum concept are many. Let me mention
a few:

1. A basic level of attahment in the "common learninp," and in supporting
technical and theory courses is set for all. Employers can thus be sawed
that graduates of such programs have the potential for future growth with
the company or the institution.

2. Problems of scheduling and class size are minbrdsed.
S. Better amelynnent of instructors may result.
4. Students may switch from one specialised field to another within the

87
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jorlty of nurses.) Because send-professionid or technical preparation was within
the purpose and scope of Community Junior Colleges, and technical institutes,
it wee proposed the program to prepare this worker be part of this institution.

A study designed to test the proposals of this doctoral project was subse-
quently developed into the Cooperative Research Project in Junior-Community
College Education for Nursing. The research was made possible through a grant
of $110,000 from an anonymous donor. The project was establiehed within the
Division of Nursing Education, Teachers College, Columbia University in Jan-
tory 1952 and continued until 1956. The project enlisted the cooperation of
seven carefully selected junior-community colleges and one hospital school
developing and setting up an entirely new program in nursing within. the frame-
work of the two year college. The purpose of the Cooperative Research Project
was to develop and test a new type of program mewing young MU and women
for those functions commonly associated with the registered nurse. The aims
of the project were concerned primarily with the graduates of the new type of
nursing education prograna. It was hoped the graduates would: a) qualify for
the registered nurse license, b) net the Community Junior College requirements
for the associate degree, c) perform technical or serni-profeesional bine:lions at
the registered nurse level, d) be prepared for beginrdng practitioner positions,
and e) on graduation, be prepared to become competent nurses rather than be
fully competent. (6)

Evaluation of the graduates from the educational institutions involved in
the Cooperative Research Project was an integral part of the project. The pur-
pose of the evaluation study was to test three hypotheses: a) the graduates of
the pilot programs qualify for the registered nurse license on the state board
licensing examhatkm, b) the graduates of the pilot programs are prepared for
staff nurse positions, and c) given some work experience, the graduates of the
pilot programs perform the functions of the staff nurse as well as graduates of
other types of programs. (7)

Some of the conclusions drawn from the evidence collected during the Co-
operative Research study were: a) muses able to carry on the functions com-
monly associated with the registered nurse can be prepared in the Community
Junior College nursing program, b) nursing programs of this type can be set up
as integral curriculums in junior and community colleges, and c) Community
Junior Colleges can finance these programs within the financial structure of
the institution. (8)

This research project was matched closely by nurse educators and also
junkr college administrators. Even before the results of the research were an-
nounced numbers of Community Junior College administrators were interested
in starting this type of nursing program in their own institutions and sought
help to do so. There were three main sources of assistance available to them:
a) the American Association of Junior Colleges, b) the National League for
Nursing, and c) the W. K. Kellogg Foundation.

The AAJC published articles about this new program in its national mag-
azine, The Junior College Journal. The association also co-sponsored workshops
with the Cooperative Research Project of Columbia University and the NLN.
At these workshops college administrators were invited to hear up-to-date re-
ports on what was happening in the project. The AMC and the NLN estab-
lished an inter-organisation Committee on Nursing Education. This committee
in 1955 formulated a statement of "Guiding Principles for Junior Colleges Par-

44
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inaugurate a musing program; the kthisiors had been college administrators.
I could continue enumerating problem but I believe this list gives mane idea
of the problem; encountered when there is an attempt to prepare a new worker
for an occupatice through a different educational approach.

There have been scene intereeting outccesee as a result of this Dow sp.
preach to the education of nurses.

RESULTS OF THE VENTURE IN EDUCATION
I. The Community Junior College has been shown to be an appropsiate set-

ting for the education of the technical nurse. This esiditional ream* is
a sneers of adding to our MUM supply. As two year state crags aratems
are developed and stavegthened throughout the United States we can look
forward to the starting of MOM ADN programs and an increashkg imm,her
of graduates uttering the job market.

S. The ADN programs have attracted a new source of applicants to nursing;
stticlents who 'want to go to college and at the same time to study nursing,
and the more maitre women !Axe have raised a family and are VOW ready
to prepare for a second career. A larger number of men students have
been attracted to these programs than to the hospital controlled programs.

8. The development of orientation and in-service education program for the
graduates of the ADN programs has alerted hospital musing swims to
the needs of all beginning graduates. In addition the development of a
technical level nurse has increased the interest and concern about the
appropriate ubTi-a4stion of all workers in the occupation of nursing.

4. For the first time in the hikK'ory of nursing education the cost of educating
a muss is beghming to be awl as a legitAmate cost of the taxpayer. The
financial burden, previously born by sick patients in hospitals, is new
ahifting. As hospital boards of trustees take a more searching look at
operating costs, the expense of conducting a school of nursing is being
seriously questioned. Increasing numbers of hospital boards are turning
to two year colleges to assist them with this problem. The education of
nurses is a legitimate function of an educational institution not of a spy..
vice institution. Hospitals will continue to make an important contribu-
tion to the education of nurses by opening their doors as laboratories for
the touting of nursing.
The development of the A!)N program is a story of a creative proposal,

the testing of the proposal *Plough a cooperative research study, the dissemina-
tion of the results of the study findings through the supportive elYbrts of or-
gmbatiom, associations and Individuals, and the cooperative efforts of in-
terested individuals in implementing the findings. The result has been a major
break-thlough in the ;reparation of nurses.
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in upgrading themselves, or middle-aged residents of the area who see the posel-
bility of preparing themselves for interesting easployment. 8010314631011 thee
things form vicious circles in which there is no student interest without prospects
of employment, and there are no budgeted positions in the agency fral a non-
existent specie of middle-level worker. Breaking this circle can be difficult.

There are also probkens associated with deciding upon the most appropriate
type of currioulum, and there are serious irobkens associated with finding
faculty to teach a new occupational field which almost literally must be created
as a ikdd at the same time it is being taught as a eerie' s of COMM* Where do
you start? Sometbnes in a specific local community where there are interested
people in both the load community college and the local mental health agencies.
Sometimes et the state level, through cooperative plarming and development
involving the state community college and mental health agencies, although in
this case local people also need to be involved because it is they who will have
to attempt to implement whatever is agreed upon. Sometimes one starts at the
regional or national level through either governmental or professional organi-
stations. There are advantages and disadvsmtages to starting in any of these
ways, but the relative advantages are apt to differ substantially from one state
to another.

Which leads up directly to the topic of the find, discussion session: What
are the next steps by mental health agencies, by community cargo, and by
BBB? If we have really gotten anywhere in the first three discussion 101810118,
this fourth one will be of crucial importance because it will tell the tale as to
whether these three days have been anything mom than an interesting intel-
lectual exercis' e. If action is needed, its form should be discussed, and conversely,
of course, if the idea of two-year programs for mental health workers is not
feasible, that last discussion session is the time for a final recognition of that
feet and a positive concluelon that there should not be any further action toward
the development of such programs. The greatest tragedy that could come out
of this conference would be for us to come to a genuine understanding of the
extent to which there actually are practical poselnlities for community college
programs to prepare mental health personnel and then leave this conference and
proceed to act as though we have never experienced that undentanding.
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be coordinated no that
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mid they ck.
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moat- favorable prognosis of
humanistic sxtd therapeutic regimens
face of an dy-short supply of p
&are this-new Zeitgeist or more hums

In an effort to t the public clamor
state hospital atterngted to zrobilize,the

most available employ the a
so heavily burdened with eustoriial functions
for therapeutic eervioaa Furth, :more, the rewards

y so poor that those eh type of employment have
y marginally ermployabie poorly tainfaa type

Ux it degree to which theft pie can assimilate and apply specialized
Although considerable effort being inv in upgrading the training

nt to effect a greater therapeutic impact on the patient, this calibre
limited hope of adequately Milling the ',vatic of the

itaL
uite obviously, if the large insliitutioaaliXed patient population is to be

treotad, manpower must be drown frara sources other than existing
personneL These new per& mel should net be expected to ?motion in
Wished, highly-specialized roles of existing mental health probations,

in new roles which will maxi Lae the therapeutic potential of the
These roles, then, mint encomPatais a treatment function, and must he

designed to serve the large numbers of patients currently untreated anti languish
mg in hospital war&

.0-ENVIRONME AL THERAPY
tent approach which has baen found to pro .. ri appropri.
the tar: Hate hospital population is socio-eutviranrnantal rapy. Unlike

traditional hospital care, which tends to stabilize dents in custodial roue aes,
sociaenvironmental therapy is d taa to activate social behavior through
dernotaatic, hunianistic treatment and interpersonal activities.

The Pep- olkgy Department of the Philadelphia State Hospital, 'during
the has been concermd with the development of socio-environ-

chro.zie ps nts, and the evaluation of the t peutic
t forma of this tivatment. In view of the characteristic

of chronic psychotics, resocialization w
social tavatment programs d T to induce, augment,

opriate social vior included three major components;
rehabilitation skills and content, and a corrective

u, or Therapeu* Community, was by-
reurnent of the state hospital to appron rn s that ca

ity; thanging staff attitudes to attain a more optimistic
ntd potential for iecovery; encouraging communi-

twerm patients and staff; introducing patient social
emergence of spontaneou . social behavior; and
nt to permit pati.cnts to be more instruniental in

managing their daily lives,.
tion 8161114 and content are provided in a structwed `-

,consistirg of group tasks varying frfrn simple. re.,:xeational

ernik;

Tichah
activity pro
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GRADUATES OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE! IN
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICE ROLES
IN 80C10-ENVIRONMENTAL TREATMENTCan the graduate of com-

bo trained to utilize the techniques of social interaction therapy
viromuental trent programs? I think they can. The Psycho'.

at the Pbilad Hospital is currently training gradu-
calk 40 t, and conduct such socio-environ-
pro Graduates of community col

could be u social, recreational, and industrial
activities socio-environrcental pro
In a relati tee should be able to gain an
ccientatkon tea h develop hurnsumtic attitudes towards mental

e as veh3clet. for social inter-
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IN PSYCHODIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION
tic functions usually fulfilled by prufeeaio

to these UAW personnel. Where pay chodiagnoe* is co
p ministration of batteries of pencil and paper psye

administration of such tests could be to these ne.w wor
with established keys is another task which these new perso

Interpretation of teat results, as well as reporting of finditgs wo
nailnlity of ,rofessional psychology

IN RESEARCH FUNCTIONSResearch, an function
by psychologists, could well be facilitated throne- ..s3 of new
sow3el. These new personnel could readily be trairwl rowed*, co
data, and perform simple data analysis. Research instruments aee usually devel-
oped for the specific problem under investigation. Training in the application
of these instruments and in the collection of the data which derives from these
instruments, in most h=tances, can be given at the institution in a at period
of time. Similarly, quantification of such data, the calculation o simple, descrip-
tive statistics, and the evelnetion of the significance of difference scores, ara
all which the new worker should be able to learn while on the job.
Such roe-arch assistance would greatly help the professional researcher in the
fulfillment of his research endeavor.

SPECIAL RE QUIRE MEN TS

In 'brief, « lutes of community cc
vative as well al the more traditional fu
the areas of ps,vehodiagnosis, treatment, ch.

Liam of commtunty colleges would be suitable for such
personality, tuid. motivational differences would make some
able than others. The current stereotype regarding the attribu
member of the "helping "one would also apply in the

workers for the mental health field: tile attributes o
emotional expreesiveress, independence, lieribility, and interperso
oubtedly to be sought in the selection procw- In addition,

e W personnel would be expected to know something about human behavtor
(both r and abnormal), personality developmern, social institutions (i.e.,

hospital), and the roles and functions of the various
It would also be of considerable utility to th.,LA 1.1fro/
of up dyr.amics and some in working with
aduFAte3 who meet the basic 1Auirements in knowl-
will undoubtedly bo able to a6.ke a contribution to
find p!entiful career opportunities for the, -vet in

cc
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CHAPTER 12

MIDDLE L MENTAL HEALTH MAN R
JOB FUNCTIONS RE TO SOCIAL WORK

CHABLIS A. STEWART C.O.

DEAN, SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WW
UNIVILES.ITY OF GEORGLAL

fl e .iisortsige of professional social workers in psychiatric settings is acute and
the is .sonsiderable ee;dence that the growth of preventive and treatment
pro: s see is far in excess of the training capacities of our nation's graduate
schools of social work. A recent study of et, sial work personnel in Georgia, con-
ducted by the State Board of Regents, found that 86 percent of the state's
employed social workers did not have professional training.

Many of the persons doing jobs related to social work are in mental health
settings, in primary treatment agencies, or in facilities dealing with prevention
or aftestare.

There are gaps in services to the mentally ill and mentr ly retarded which
can be bridged by middle-level personnel who are than prof; s'onal but
have $ which are at t higher level than that which is usually ex of an
attendant or aide. The following activities can be accomplished, in whole or in
part, y ndle-.eve1 mental health workers, under the direction of professional
social work supervisors:

I. Interview patients end families for factual historical it formation. (Few
hospitals for the mentally ill and/or retarded can afford the time of pro-
fessioual social workers for this task with all patients at I le.milies.)

2. Obtain background information from community agencies
3. s written abstracts and reports for other agerici
4. Conduct focused interviews with patients and ullies n relation to

specific, goal-oriented, reality situations.
5. Lead reality-oriented group orientation sessions with patients. (Orient

patients to milieu.)
6. Assist patients with community adjustments following release, through

g them in obtaining help from various community agencies.
7. Condue residence studies; correspond with odicials of other states; imple-

meat interstate transfers when relevant and appropriate_
8. A.s's released patients in vocatio eparation and jots5nding,
9. t in TOUtino follow-up of former patients who mile in nursing ho

bkilfway homes, group foster care, and other ,:ortimunity-b&FAxi sem-
inattut ions.

10. Develop ariei, t-oordinate leisure-time activities in 9ocial-rfx.treationxl
facilities which provide much-rieeded bnkfulth tc the !ivels of former
patients.
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.

rust of ea, bargit
be found in a hospital. These patients
No matter what the circumatance,
custodial in nature mutual wi
the environment. patients who reeds on
day Lti isolittion and characteristically withezawn

nteraction with others is at a minimvIm.
to interfere with socially

is based on MIStrkii00, rather than
A major role of a mutat health

nt on skills pro educative
behavior and which empha a

or backward patients may
housed on locked wards.

ften continues to be
and staff preckeidnates

their

' :e r+*

On the other hand . , chintr t tandE to
in the oommunAy by a tel.. , , to h ::.*"tJization, or to re ,
community 63 fr>on as it seems pcssible Admimion rates of
inereaang and the tilak,,, pieliode of hospitalization are decrea.qiiig rapid
turnover of patients has made it necessary to re-tool troatrnent p1ldr6 from those

hoFpitalization to long-teem treatment, or aveilabiUty of tratxrwit
vihican.regv..ea.,,.

patio ; may t. 1171e treatment for pf, ", -,-* in the hospital

71



may Ix) returned to
oaths or 'mars.

, reiv t t.ifteserit orientatioii to the hospital from that
a 'winch the long7tertr, patient him had. He is iinn.-tediate)y confronted with a treat,
meat regitne, at virtich C071103tnicates the icta0on 'atilt he will .1aelo the
hospital i.i a short T.atied of tiny, Modification of ;i.,ehay'..)1* rinaccepi.aMe to
society is aotten:ed _Nursing care is planned for short hespita.tizaticaa.

Thinliy, the Pit.i may have a community health rt w:
oloxlear home Latent or e 'ter-c,: .4. When a treaturint gregram has
established, the patient leayea the nospital for his home, a fi -atm home, or nurs-
ing home. He returns' s the 'tie-Taal for Aslow-up or iatelvta visits ir th, borne
from an appropriate liosp;a1 woti.ar, tr,e ph n, the aioet'l *Poem., t.,4 the
nurse. As the patient's adjaiAtnent to the community is ,Atablished are a Ch ter.
mination made by the Aiatilat, the mental health ,worker may, under the

aupervijon of the nurne, provide 6upportive serVes to aeCer.l.ed patSe
through home visits. service's, a part of the after-leare program, aid in ;
maintenance of health tr.-vices end the provision of cOntinuity of care.

Using the above as . guide to posralla aasignmanta, the mental heabh
should have beginriug alas which include the &lowing:

72

L The ability to instruct the patient in activities of daily living old to Waite these
activities ttgacilitate interaction.
Groomin' #7, including as rreceeerry: toilet trot "" , ; deenlinew of body; proper
care of hair and mi.* appropriatanees and matinee of dress d r %Imp.
etc. (Peke to bathroom on :efuhir 4 . v . until patient pea by hill self; show
patient ho to take a bath ratratb 01- than bathing him; teach hii bow to
carob his ha'; tict olasee3 in ming; t'ach bow to a,,,ah
iron . table manners and proper k sting habits.)

2. To behavior.
Be to erant of pciaat behavior, yet able to eat lion

3. To provide for safety and co,tfort of patients.
Teach patients how to make their beds; to keep their room
the bed clean; teat.% bow to bedtiae stand; teak how to %,tIttlate
rooms properly.
Protect patient and ot " t frcrn "lxneontrolled

appropriate health hallta, i.e.
betanior.

Ling e+..
4. To mil as a therapeutic tool.

Orient patient to hospital, the treti- nt program and bpi axecta
tiona of patiar;; allow patient to communicate his expectations it id neaes.

communication with and among patients. (Lis i"rt to and t. 71r /via!
respond in appropriate manner so as not to .enforce t, -

content; cr 4," a n ';.nannef which keeps coronionioition lins
limits inappropriate or biar.:2 t-tu ; maintair patient's idently

5. To organize work,
Plat) aasiguttont to rna%e act
for p



To, utilize
Condim...t .eiac a 'patient groups as pat.: t goveraruent o "group lirbg'
Sirctple islveirsional prt,v;;;:rtg patients.;and 6.4 patients
art, abk., assist in organithig ri:.:aeatione,1 activz
Fro .1 Vrnple occupa'ional ski!' A,
bow fr v and mer4 vu clod*.
Encorrage interest in r lkobties.

and $erve rr

7. To introduce ent to or elk ,lura,ge coitlet with community egad rommunify
activities.
Orimit patient to community by tteniing activityactivit in the cotim-anity;
ci.evelopins or redevelopirkt patimIt's interesi in coriinnaf pourcee
(eacort to chw., museums, etc.).
Toech; if rncesc,b, bow to Me public transpo.7 ztion

8. imerve.
Ilk ogn;te ,oie in patient
inc-lisau anxiety, n or
ac

ft

9. To c4,:y:,-avAnicxste uritie and repc-t to other men..Irs

in etc,

Pwetioate in nursLig titre and treatment cc-lerencce, report changes
r4stiolvL, condition, keep notes, and write reports.

The ideal and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author mil do n©t
toxessorily reflect those of the Departxient of Health, Education, and WI/are,
Saira Eliasbeth's Houpity,t.
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MANIAS S. CHANDLILL VELD.
OCKASICKLA COLLSGS, 001411CSIA, S. C.

itrn counselor is chargitqg Iy Cam-
many duties which it-tve t previously

In many 6141 V. COI Ake* now have a
workers, instructors, waluatont. .tnd other rehab&

13fl. In such sV t2 couneskr
an .0 a

they I ve Mula. to
III

as
eseential;Mw What is
professional worker" or COUDOebr

teeny of the thhip fora
who aro trainad at the pro(

any of the

.* 1.4 Is'

Dr. Patt&aou's proposel
vet that many of the functi

education

41,'141,

. *:44 ,

more effectively

C. N. ratan,. -mil
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eight major needs of rntai1y ill cIits couki
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*counselor, . all 4 : -int a r.Y.I.tticalu, problem, e.g.,
getting. a pa to visit home, arranging for work ckthtz, :. th .ir ere

axplc.ring a ,... hie job opportunity,
or getting o

If a orkr who was well acquaint with the structure : the hospital
reties of arta: mem .;,,, .: - :. agieJ to mail-dein a close : : nsbip wi
an.all number of clients, p them mobilize the 9 resources
more effectively. He could trap clients understand procedures, ,-ifte persons
to see, when is is i to see them, where they are located, and tLc 1131111CDP for
certain steps, delays. etc.

OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION AND TRAINiJ'3
The oimapational goal and level of competency of mar- clients b 4 -ult to

terra*Pe. This is partimlarly true ,;.f young people livit,11. hale educatioa or
work experience and a: anyone who has spent much time in at. institution. Te
guide clients effectively, it is important that a couneekw determine each client's
occupational and social at 4 L-rtereef.s, and dellthencien. To hal?) defier . these
many clierAtc to be observed h a Berk.; of actual won l iperiences.

As waa found in the So.th Carolina State kIcspita. Jame than 2. :hundred
work =pirate= opport.ozitaes exist withie, ench treatment center, e.g., main-
tenance dwertmeakts, housekeeping, food services and various offices. In addi-
tion, several modal evaluation and training &aides have been established,
e,g., the butts' training shops, home economics, cosmetology, and commeecial
imbrication. pnvirarAs. In such setthip, a counselor can dettemine the feasillility

a eilturt in en instructional or training program after his release
from the hool.is;

A couneelor the work evaluation program with each client as part
of his total treatment program. Frani that point on, a Work lissigrament Officer
or I Therapist makes the actual placemeLt and follows the ctimit's

obtains regular report l from work supy.rvisors, writes progre
pre ides feedback information to the counse4r and treatment
rfl many day-by-day problems a clients and liaison

counselor, dien, and work supervisors.
A dream such workers heve been used sucressfull,v for Eve years in South

Carolina. They are all former aides with a school education plus
in a mental health

SOCIAL
Far more
gatonal

:1 1

4 lc*

fl LOPED

# 4.4

skills as
Armin; bow to relate more t ively to o

ctiyely, to rive /Jug or assistutce,
fir co-workers neighbors. Others have

they need to learn all over s ga in how to play,
enjoy

A

5.44
Altho

in which
icipate

iselors ' other town t bars creerribe aetivi
may devotee ipmved 44)cial skills, they seldom ilti; t-irce to
the patients in these: act...:vitias.
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the needs of socially Isola
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NCE AND I% OTIVATITii\.4
it like to be a mental patient? Most all have had problems

fiat they have become ixranolailized. Some have had their emotional
Wly ai by year; of 1/4 ; tioits, disappointments, and conflict. So many

that seemed appropriate have failed. Some carry deep-seated
g peat artor. Many have burned bridg to a normal life

ve used up their financial rceeeurces. The very people who a the most to
the riatienteehis family ant friendsare all too frequently unable to provide
the emotional acceptanze and support be se.ds. The path behind seems like a

traare t. s the path aled ir just an evasive' *

The task of motivating such people is not an easy one, yet it must be
accomplished. Clients help to develop their assets and skills, recognize
their accomplishments, establish realistic goals, and find paths to reach these
goals. Self-confidence is built upon layer tifter layer of achievement.

Throughput the entire process. clients need understanding, acceptance,
and encouragement Cohaistent encouragement may mean the difference between

Dauccese and failure.
Oceestant emotional support from a mental health worker, as the client

plans, makes deeisions, and attempts to improve his 'mode of functioning is
often more important than the level of instruction or guidance provided. A
middle-level worker should' be able to give this support quite effectively. He
could help the client beild on hie strengths rather than dwell on his w

FAMILY' AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
As a client leaves a treatment center and attempts to reestablish himself in the
community; he needs. To rethve a waren welcome from his family and friends.
Ia't et, these people are 'often quite anxious or fearful and don't know exactly how
to act toward him. Their actions range from rejection, hostility, and humiliation
to over-protection and "smotheeing." If the client has been away for some time,
family members have at least partially restructured their lives to exclude him.

Many of these fa e '"es would profitfrom intensive family counseling, but
there are not sufficient naelors or secia! workeen availa'ele to help them

dcrad id at't the .°.1:a.a ad:eel-ea.-att.

level worITPr vic,n- lin,Lahie, Yu-; rk?:13-itivtvl, art:*1

Lr i/tr 5'T? h it4 I1JJ ctir::Tg ttx,
ji1;:rt's

{.1

4

0

0
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program, keep them poeted on his pro gestione inede by the
treatment team, possible alternatives for the future, If a

relationship were, maintained with the client's family, they would be better
prepared to receive hint in a constructive manner. Such counseling ceeki be

sue'tervieed by irt experienced counselor or social worker.

C M ITN IT (4 ISOUWES MOBILIZED

As stated previoesly, many clients need help in mobilizing r ources in their
cornmenity. Many have misconceptions regarding the function and of

various agenci Others have singly not known that medical, legal, cial,

educational, or counseling Iort w t. availableor did not w how to

gain it. With !web rapid chane44 be made in many governmental

lay person finds it difficult to know (where to go and whom tt 'to gale.

help. A middle-level worker .could help clients become aware of reeo and

* .

In addition, such a worker cOuki wree s assistant to the local counselor

in maintaining contact with clientswho are in training or employment phases of

rehabilitation. He could actually u many of the e.erangernerite for place-

ment of clients in training cen . He could help the client arrange for such

thin: as transportation, tool uniforms, living quarters, moving, recreational

activities, etc. He could make regular follow-up contacts with the client to help

him solve the many problems which confront him dailyand which jeopardize

his rehabilitation if left unresolved.
Counselors have found over and over again that the frequency of visits

by a worker, particularly during the &it several months after treatment. may
make the difference between success and failure. Weekly or semi-weekly contacts

with a client may sustairH him, but the situation can "fall apart" if no contact
is made for two or three weeks. Unfortunately, the counselor's priority must
frequently be given to the long line of new clients in his office rather than to

cliEnti already on the job or in training.

e-:licetec the preceding pages, I feel that the mentally ill and me,

tarded have many " .`4 which could be met effectively by _iniddle-level mental

'health workers. The rehabilitation process would be enhanced if such -workers

were available.

0
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REHABILITATION THEFUVLEB

MARTI:TA W BENTON
ECT( nrLrrAroN THER &PM;

TRING ORCWE TATE Rosprr.u,, BALITMORE, MA ti WAND

_thabilitation Therapies, denoted as Activities is
the pmIductive WA therapeutic employment of so-called slio,
"aetni-pmfeesicriale.," "semi-skilled," or " tv,. ;

in "the pro4(e_Foiewts" that are coordinated under
Rehabilitation Therapias, get the impreemo. ri that we-do not
poop* let ma set the record st, t right nowwe do, but we are
there trained people in quenti adequate to the ILJecl. It, therefore, bekOoves
these of ua in the Bald to look to other pibke sources of manpow to perform
thom rehabilitative task; that need so teky be done in o mental

*tale and con be done by persons with km formai ,;tre., That this
of person ran corn.-low .! ecortn,-,. to a rehabilitation program is
fibre fact thot we in Mary/And and OUT fellow coordinetzcs in state
ritik &WOO* he nation, barn had to det, /op xr reha.bPitation
groihs with a. rizive Is a W12607110. 3tU3t 11U311
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t are the patients' needs? BaUy
emotional needs of all people, tee the
to be cared for, and more -to ntiaL, to
be socially fil:et:ptable: the nevd. , a
it family:, work, friende, etc., within or without
assurance and recognition; and the i for sa
Ti . addition there are, of coeree, the t-c physical needs of , clothing, e iter,

and medial attention. Since other disciolinee axe primarily responsible for trbis
latter group of needs, our concern s, therefore, nore directed to the emotional,
social, and vocational reeds.

Mom specifically, patLnt nt to communicate their wishes, ho
fears, frustrations, likes5, Communication is a two-way process,
it verbal er non-verbal There must be a sender and a mmiver. This is an ainmat
impossible situation when you are one of sixty to eighty patients on a ward wi.ch
one nurse, perhaps an hour of p lei rehabilitation activity daily, the
bility of t -ink a doctor or, sornetiii, a social worker if you're lucky or r y

To whom do you communicate then? Other sick people? Perhaps, bur
most often you stop comnaunicas and SICCUralib to "hoepiealie44"ia con-
formity to the status quo. Mental health workers can be the missing link in this
kind of situation.

They can motioate and stimulate -lie patient by
art, music, dances, writing and
with the professional staff.

Patients need per' sonal attention so as to improve their personal appear-
,

once, hygiene, manners, and habits, thus making them more socially acceptable.
Continuous daily on-the-ward programs of grooming, deanlineas, and the care

repair of clothing, could well be done by mental health workers. The for.
)n of undesirable habits coted be eliminated by early detection, the
reement of those that are socially acceptable could be implemented.

PsUents need peop li? to do thin et with and for as well as people to do
things ',vitt, end fdr them. They need the opportunity to stren -n au l their
positive beheeior so as to submerge and/or eliminate the negative responses.
They, therefoFe, need a "mailager"---one who sees to it that a patient's plan for
rehabilitation is a eontinuoui and on-going prooess., and that the patient do:.:s
not get "lost in the shuffle." Mental he...eith workers could Ix: most effectively
used in, t.hi 4,,,apacitv, and thus 'eliminate the patient's getting lost between
ditviptines,

o Patients need t becone. self-sufficient. Mental health workers could assist
;n skill development projects and as work evaluators. They could 8120 be used
in 'programs of self-menagement and education.

Patients, as to most people in our society of the decreasing work week,
to develop wholesome use of their leisure time and to be able to become

part of thick oet,,..ide coiranunity functions. Mente.1 health workers Could well be
ose,,I m thie 8upportivi:

I idea:4,. I to not give the inireiezioix
cyf U1tr j zitg ty;_ir t.1-erit(lje5 progrerno

but k: :Ilk: avi ;;A,C, .37.,:J a )1 y datier.cir. -L.ot

4:::agfger-i
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programs while others receive very meager service8 or none at all. Following
are Ow average daily Ex.,reentages of patients reac in c.ur present programs:

.itl'o..3ic Therapy 12% 9.ecreational ,Therapy 60'7,,,

At Therapy 2% s Fiducatiim (Adolescents) 25%
occupational Therapy 16% EdiNation (Adults) 33i%
TodustriLd Therapy fi 36%

These percentages may vary slightly from one -1, )spital to another; however,
one can easily see there is still a huge job to hev done.

Having established the for "mental health workers," what kind of edu-
cational preparc.tion and screening is essential? In my experience,1 find that
e:rixmality tiaits and attitudes are more Lnportant than skills and techniques,

Thcra.fore, in scrmairtg potential candidates for training, it is remrnmended
that one consider the follov,ing: One who enjoys working with people rather than
things, one whose frustration tolerance is high, one whose perseverance is a t,
.me who enjoys being creative, and one who is emotionally stable. Academically,
it is recommended that consideration be given specificany to courses in self-
exp on (verbal ,- written), psychology (normal and abnormal), group
dynatnics, and sociology, If there is an OppOrttnity for electives, techniques in
art, music, drama, teaching, and recreation could be helpful. it is untiers
that the sital which employs such a person would provide prdfessional and
on-going, M-service training and supervision.

In conclusion, and to summarize, "people need people" and "patients are
people.", And, lily., the Drs. Menninger, I feel that if we invest more in personal

vices to our pa, -,nts we will not t so many bricks.

s, 6
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CHAPTER 16

THE PRO
A COMMUNITY

OF
WORKER

iIABOLD 7. 14CPREFITERS, M.D.
ATE °D.111,F,CTOR -OR MENTAL REALM TRAINING AND RiS

BOUT)" 0:4 REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD

The following activi n are taken from the rs of Mental Health kers
in Florida and of VISTA volunteers in W Virginia with a tew sugge
made by others. They represent the kinds of ckmmonity mental health d,
actually being performed by people who presently think of thernselv.,t us co.i.-
munity a.n1a1 tb workers. people now have training that ex
from a high school diploma only to a master's d in various specialties.

Some of theee duties yiouki require specific training in c.,.4-tain
either during their schooling or in in-service training periods early in their em-
ployment. However, they all would seem to be activi that could be carried
out by a person with a community or junior college background that gave some

I attention to mental health and to understanding of the community
and how it works.

h. Work with individual patients or disturbed persons and their families
1. Does indiv-idual counseling
2. Dow group cf.)unseling
3. Carriei out pre- and post-hospital care visit..8
4. Sees suicide referrals and works with suicide prevention sen, ice
5. Interprets taws, hospital policies and practices to patients and fail
6. Makes home visits to families during hospitalizetion, 1.o patients anal

.es after hospitalization
7. Leathi returned mental patients' group
8. Does psychological "ng of ,:;,,,.;reening sort
9. Does olnerg9ncy const:Itation3

10. Does coutoeling alcoholics, Cuban rqugeekz,
rettuded, scbool students

11. patients in making financial or other arraitgerwnt-; 4or trax-i:
portation to clinics, for living needs, for Enediration,

12. Attends rneetin of social rehabilitation club for ex-patients.
13. Visits ex-pi:4,, ta or disturbed in nursing home,
14. Works with AA groups

Work.14 with jai; prisory.,,r-9 w11) &r diAtmd
11., 01}erat,,:s o. works in IT- u-r,ing cte. personr,..1

t "1,41d

.rk r:,
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u u iting =me associstions

hosTkital staff
welfare officers., ployers, vocational
of patients

;,nom cotmselors

Ohm. ageacta,

motional rehabilfta8.

9
& follow-up

t 11 months (odors trial visit

and referrals for juvenile12.

13. Gib broken appointments
14. Ate came conferences of other agencies working on behalf of patients
15. Accompanies or advisee sheriff or police on calls regarding dieturbed

,, psychosPeo
DC<V3 psychometrics exams of screening kind for schools, Vocational

Cri Children's Agency, etc.

C. Coma/tele: n to agencies rding
1. To juvenhio tourts, courts in
'2. To schoels--principals, &dance Fe
3. To health departments
4. To mental health, planning groups, inc
5. To VRA
6. To welfare, child welfare agencies
7. To arsociatiorus for retarded children
S. To other < tee and local a

D. Teaching
1. &hoo) students regard alcohol, e(vc ucatiu i, VD

careers
2. Jail personnel
8. General public regailing mental heat h;

illness, treatment ard resources; talks, films, wor

mInanity action
Serves on boards of health assotAati.,n,,

il,I2, Pnot development, f e -patient clubs
3. Promotes and mobilize\ mp-rethensive modal heath

sheltered workshops, ha y hodees, nursing acmes)
Interprets needs to tit4i0 ageucies
f3.,-,6t3 in mental health survey;} and asi3e881110X1i3 of need

al health
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6. Helps come= preventive programs
7. Serves on cilmir ear boards in rehabilitation, rs

juvenile delinquency
8. Be a resource person

F, Administration
1. K...,3eps data on local problems
2. Collects data--forms and repo
3. Provid administration of emergency service

4. Orders, distributes, and reports of medication
C. Maintains contact record and file (including case re

G.
1. Does studies of special problems
3. Does analysis and evaluation of own program

0,

-Ts
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President
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Director
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